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The Challenge here was to create a series of patterns that stood 
behind the band of Deshawn Studios The Patterns are uniquily designed 
to accomidate any object. From wallpaper for a client’s space or a 
sleek garnment. The requiremetns for these pattern designs mee the 
brand standards of Deshawn Studios. 

The creative process of these designs was endless. I wante dto create 
patterns that were vivid and expressive that represeneted Deshawn 
Studios with eye catching itriguing visuals.  .  

While thinking about the pattern sets I wanted to incorporate elements 
from my studio works into my graphic design peices to relate to one 
another. for this connection, I decided to use vegetal motifs. the choices 
with the elements came from research into the psychedlic  era as well as 
past  rock and hip hop vinyls.

GAME PLAN

The developement of this plan was in action. I began to develope 
a love for illustration, so I wanted to highlight the different styles 
created for these peices. Focusing on organic and geometric 
shapes, I Began to sketch out the floral work, skulls, and other 
elements used to build these patterns. For this I decided to overlay 
the shapes on tracing paper and began to create a beginning 
stage of the pattern.
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For this, I decided to overlay the shapes on tracing paper and began to create a 
beginning stage of the pattern sets. Once the the scanned images were in the computer, 
ther real magic began. During this process i sat back, put my music on (probably something 
by the weeknd), and just designed until my eye spoke to me with the vision of boldness.

REFINED PATTERNS

Once I began to analyze my single sketches and ideas I began to overlap them with tracing 
paper to create a more fullfilling pattern that overlays and intertwines with one another to 
act as a full stylized pattern and not just stand-alone shapes.

COMPUTER RENDERINGS





 REVISONS

After each pattern was created, I took the design illustrations to fellow professional 
designers for a critique. Its always important to show the work created to other designers to 
get their insight on my desigins. It also lets me know what needs to be revised to create it 
to be phenomenal as possible. 

The only revision that needed to happen to the patterns was to make the colors of them 
act as they belong along the same spectrum. So instead of being  a pink background, I 
changed it to a darker color to add a contrasting factor like the other patterns.

FINAL DESIGNS

The entire process has been questing towards this. These are the final versions of the 
pattens I created for Deshawn Studios. Each illustrated pattern incorprated a sense of 
the psychedlic period, as well as a reflection of my studio work. 





These pattern designs can easily be translated to anything. wallpaper, wrapping paper, 
clothing, pillows or whatever the client wants. they are a great way to add boldness to 
one’s space!
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